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Welcome to the Autumn edition of the Turf Australia magazine.
It has been a tumultuous start to 2020 for all Australians. I
would like to kick off by saying our thoughts are with those
who’ve been impacted by the bushfires, floods, and most
recently COVID-19.

Industry Updates
The recent rainfall was a huge relief for many across Australia, helping
to extinguish the bushfires and alleviate the impact of continued and
tightening water restrictions.
Although there was some flooding, it’s great to see dam levels rise in
the Sydney region and in south east Queensland who were starting to
head into water restrictions.
It’s always positive to hear that the benefits of natural turf are topof-mind for some, with many turf businesses now selling to bushfire
affected areas. A levy-funded project, which is covered in this
magazine, has identified how natural turf works as a bushfire retardant
and growers should familiarise themselves with the findings.
These are unprecedented times, certainly nothing that I’ve seen over
my life. I do hope that growers will be able to retain their highly trained
and trusted staff. Our people are the backbone of our industry.

Events
Women in Turf Event
The Women in Turf event was a great success, as 30 women who work
across our production industry and states headed to Williamstown,
Victoria in February. Turf Australia received great feedback from the
event and were glad to see some new faces in attendance.

Turf Australia is in planning for the 2020 NxGen event, which we are
hoping to confirm shortly. We hold our NxGen conference in high
regard at Turf Australia and look forward to bringing our future industry
leaders together in 2020. We’d also like to acknowledge the team at
LSA for coming on board as a major sponsor for this year’s event.
We’re in unchartered waters here and appreciate everyone’s patience
as events are postponed and dates are being confirmed.
It’s a weird time, but as two leading figures in the turf industry have
recently said to me – we’re far better off than many other sectors. At
this time, we’re listening to advice given by the authorities, and will
keep you updated as we learn more.
Other Business
Thank you to Jenny Zadro, the Turf Australia team, and our state peak
body representatives for their continued efforts advocating for our
industry.
We have yet to make an appointment for an industry representative
at Turf Queensland, so Jenny Zadro and Nadene Conasch from
Turf Australia will continue with the day to day responsibilities for its
members.
Just a reminder for everyone to remain safe in these unprecedented
times. Make sure that you have procedures in place at your business
and are keeping up to date with the latest recommendations from
authorities.
Wishing everyone a happy and healthy quarter to come.

Conference Updates
As I’m sure you’re aware, the recent pandemic has had quite the
impact across the board, which means a few changes particularly in
our calendar of events over the next few months.
Both Lawn Solutions Australia (LSA) and TurfBreed have postponed
their major conferences to August 2020. TurfBreed’s conference will
commence on August 30 to September 1 on the Sunshine Coast with
LSA’s kicking off a day later on August 31, concluding September 1. It
will be on the Gold Coast.
The joint Green Cities SIAP was expected to take place at the cancelled
Melbourne International Flower & Garden Show (MIFGS). As a result
the SIAP has been postponed.

The recent rainfall was a huge relief for many
across Australia, helping to extinguish the
bushfires and alleviate the impact of continued
and tightening water restrictions.
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Ross Boyle, Rosemount Turf
Chairman
Turf Australia
facebook.com/

Follow us on Facebook! Keep up
to date with what’s happening in
the industry and at Turf Australia.
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Levy-funded project finds
living grass is a bushfire retardant

Image source: CSIRO

A strategic, levy-funded project into the bushfire
protection benefits of Australian turf varieties has
concluded with staggering findings. With the final
results scheduled for wide release in the coming
months, Turf Australia can share some of the
initial findings exclusively.

‘C

onveying the benefits of living turf – A bushfire retardant’
(TU17008), is being finalised after seven months of
research and analysis into the fire-retardant nature of living
grass, particularly in comparison with synthetic grass.

The project lead consultancy, GHD, initially conducted a desktop
study to provide a scientific, evidence-based assessment of current
research and used that knowledge to guide the direction of the project.
The findings of the study, some of which are contained in this article,
are available for use by the turf industry and individual growers to
communicate the benefits of living grass in fire-wise landscape
design. A series of factsheets will also be released for use in marketing
materials, social media or above the line advertising.

Research overview
The research has focused on the three most common turf varieties found
in Australia: buffalo, couch and kikuyu. Owing to their different biological
attributes, each has slightly different bushfire mitigation properties.
For example, as a grass that thrives in the summer, buffalo is usually at
its greenest in the bushfire season when it is actively growing, making
it a good choice for bushfire-prone areas.

During firefighting operations, areas
where maintained lawns and other noncombustible surfaces (such as roads,
paths and driveways) are prevalent are
actively sought out by fire crews as
suitable areas from which to set-up for
defence of life and property.
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However, despite the different properties of each grass, the study
found that live turf, kept in short green condition is highly resistant to
bushfire. This can be attributed to the very high moisture content in
live green leaf blades.
During ignition experiments carried out in dry spring and summer
conditions, conducted by CSIRO’s Bushfire Behaviour and Risks
group in their “Pyrotron” (a state-of-the-art fire ignition and behaviour
testing facility incorporating a wind tunnel in to simulate conditions
from still air, to adverse windy conditions), none of the live turf samples
ignited.
Turf samples in a live but visually obvious state of moisture stress did
not ignite either. Only turf samples in a dead or near-dead condition, and
subjected to some degree of oven-assisted drying, supported ignition.
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Outside of exploring the different types of grass, the researchers
looked at the role that grass could play within fire mitigation strategies
within a bushfire context. According to state bushfire services such as
the Country Fire Authority (CFA) or Rural Fire Service (RFS), maintained
lawn is one of several ‘low-fuel’ ground cover/surface options that
should make up the ‘defendable space’ around an important asset
such as a home, factory or community facility.
During firefighting operations, areas where maintained lawns and
other non-combustible surfaces (such as roads, paths and driveways)
are prevalent are actively sought out by fire crews as suitable areas
from which to set-up for defence of life and property.

... as a grass that thrives in the summer,
buffalo is usually at its greenest in the
bushfire season when it is actively
growing, making it a good choice for
bushfire-prone areas.
Operationally, within these fire services, it’s common knowledge
that live maintained turf areas mitigate surface fire spread and assist
in providing defendable space to allow the defence of properties.
According to Paul de Mar, project lead, GHD, the research conducted
backs this anecdotal evidence with robust scientific evidence.
The report also touched on what impact, if any, water restrictions would
have on the ability of natural lawns to retain its fire-retardant properties.
All but the most extreme levels of restrictions allow for some watering
of lawns, whether that be on specific days, or only during twilight
hours. In almost all cases, this should keep lawns alive, even if visibly
under water stress. The good news is that ignition testing found that
even severely dried out, but alive lawns, still retain most of the fireretardant properties of lush, healthy lawns.

Synthetic turf: Not a bushfire retardant
One of the core focuses of the research was to compare natural lawn
with synthetic grass which is becoming more prevalent in homes
and public space in parts of the country, owing to perceived though
unjustified, lower maintenance costs.
Opposition to synthetic turf has come from numerous avenues. For
example, Hort Innovation has commissioned research, undertaken
by Seed Consulting which looks at its contribution to the Urban Heat
Island (TU18000). The effect of synthetic grass on sports players is
also well publicised. However, this is the first time a study has been
conducted in Australia which explores how synthetic turf stacks up
against natural turf in bushfire-prone areas.
Synthetic turf comprises a mixture of combustible plastics which have
low melting and ignition points. Synthetic turf products are not all the
same. Synthetic grass blades are typically made from polypropylene,
or polyethylene, with some older generation products being made
from nylon. There is a great deal of variation in the synthetic backing
materials, in-fill material (including products with ‘rubber crumb’ made
from recycled car tyres), adhesives and additives used, and in their
flammability and combustion products.

Above: Living turf was very difficult to ignite
Below: Green lawns around destroyed houses can prevent
fire spread (source: ABC News)

Some but not all synthetic turf products are subject to fire testing, but
the test methods commonly used are designed for flammability testing
of indoor floor coverings (including carpets and carpet tiles), and the
tests do not simulate outdoor settings exposed to direct sun and wind.
There have been numerous recent high-profile fire disaster events
in which external cladding products containing the same types of
combustible plastics that synthetic grass is made from, were centrally
implicated in fire spread and engulfment. The 2017 Grenfell Tower fire
in London is one such example – the cladding contained a polyethylene
core – the main ingredient in many synthetic turf products.
Separate to the risks around ignition and fire spread it should also be
Continued...
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Levy-funded project finds living grass is a bushfire
retardant (continued)
considered that if synthetic grass does ignite or melt, it results in the
release of harmful combustion products and smoke.
For example, many synthetic grasses are made from polypropylene or
polyethylene, the smoke from which is considered toxic. Firefighters
will not enter environments with such smoke without self-contained
breathing apparatus. Many volunteer bushfire brigade units are not
equipped with breathing apparatus, and thus unable to defend life and
property in synthetic smoke contaminated environments.

Final report
While the i’s are being dotted and the t’s are being crossed on the final
report, Turf Australia is optimistic about what the full findings will mean
for the industry, according to Jenny Zadro.
“Turf Australia and the Turf SIAP are reviewing all final outputs for
this project and to say that the results are significant would be an
understatement,” Ms Zadro said.
“The fact that natural, living turf can act as a firebreak is significant and
although fire authorities have anecdotally known this for some time,
the fact that we can scientifically prove its value as a bushfire retardant
is huge for our industry.
“Once the full results are released, we will be sharing all findings with
growers via Turf Australia communications. We will also be releasing
factsheets ready for external use. Growers should look to leverage
this information in all conversations with customers and councils,
particularly those in bushfire-prone areas. As a peak body, we too
will be using this information to advocate for turf’s value in those
communities.”
The findings of the research project will be released by the end of April.
Stay tuned for updates and for advice on how to get the most out of
this information.

Living turf not sustaining ignition

THE LINDSAY ADVANTAGE

IRRIGATION SOLUTIONS THAT INCREASE YOUR PROFITS
FieldNET™ Wireless Irrigation Management
Stay informed and make adjustments
on the fly with FieldNET by Lindsay.
FieldNET integrates with Precision VRI
to provide complete remote irrigation
management, with VRI control,
monitoring and reporting.
The innovative easy-to-use tool
saves time, energy, labour and water.

Growsmart® Precision VRI
Grow high quality, even turf with less irrigation water – increasing
revenue at a reduced cost and environmental impact.
How you ask? Growsmart Precision VRI controls every individual
sprinkler removing the limitations of traditional blanket
irrigation. Optimise the use of resources by delivering irrigation
only where is needed and reduce environmental impacts such
as nutrient leaching and run-off.

“Precision VRI gives us the ability to salvage areas not previously
harvestable, I think a 15% increase in harvest will be achievable”
says John Keleher from Australian Lawn Concepts, “There will
be many more benefits of this technology to our turf operation,
I can see it paying for itself in 12 months.”
For more information talk to your local Zimmatic® by Lindsay
dealer or visit www.growsmartprecisionvri.co.nz.

0458 967 424
infoaustralia@lindsay.com

© 2016 LINDSAY. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. ZIMMATIC, FIELDNET AND GROWSMART ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF THE LINDSAY CORPORATION.
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TifTuf Hybrid Bermuda becomes first grass
in the world to receive Smart Approved
In a world first, TifTuf Hybrid Bermuda has become the first
turfgrass to be awarded the Smart Approved WaterMark
certification, a major boon for the Australian turf industry.
The certification is provided to products so that consumers
can identify and access the most water efficient products
available on the market.
The decision follows a rigorous four-year consultation period, including
a technical expert panel independently assessing the product and
how it measures against a strict set of criteria.
The panel, consisting of seven members and an independent chair,
represent international expertise in the water-saving field and examine
all aspects of the product application with rigour.

Smart Approved WaterMark Criteria
The panel of experts meet to consider applications against the
following criteria:

Water saving
That the primary purpose of the product or service is directly related to
reducing actual water use and/or using water more efficiently, where
there is a direct correlation between the use of the product and water
savings.

Fit for purpose
That the appropriate use of the product or service is consistent with
supplied instructions and other documentation.

Meets regulations and standards
That the product or service is of high quality and meets industry
standards, and customer and community expectations, in relation to
water use.

Environmentally sustainable
That the product or service, while satisfying the above three criteria,
is environmentally sustainable, and despite claimed water savings will
not adversely affect the environment in other areas.
The Smart Approved WaterMark was established by the Water
Services Association of Australia (WSAA) to provide an identifiable
label for consumers so that they can make informed choices when
choosing products, services and organisations that use water
efficiently, reducing per capita water consumption and helping in the
end goal of preserving such a precious resource.

program automatically recognises the Smart Approved WaterMark,
meaning TifTuf Hybrid Bermuda has also received the Waterwise
Certification in WA.
Jenny Zadro, market development manager, Turf Australia said this
was a major opportunity for the turf industry in Australia.
“As we continue to advocate for the importance of turf in our
communities, even in times of drought and water restrictions, we now
have the robust backing of an independent committee to prove that
grass can truly be water-wise,” Ms Zadro said.

As we continue to advocate for the
importance of turf in our communities,
even in times of drought and water
restrictions, we now have the robust
backing of an independent committee to
prove that grass can truly be water-wise.
“Turfgrass scientists around the world are continually looking to
develop new breeds that are able to adapt to a changing climate, and
by achieving certifications such as this, we will continue to shore up
our future as an industry.
“Congratulations to the team at Lawn Solutions Australia for their
tenacity and hard work in achieving this certification. It’s no mean feat,
and the entire industry can truly benefit.”

The Smart Approved WaterMark was
established by the Water Services
Association of Australia (WSAA) to provide
an identifiable label for consumers so that
they can make informed choices...
The Smart Approved WaterMark is aligned with the European Union
under the Waterwise mark and in the USA under WaterSense, a
US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) program designed to
encourage water efficiency in the United States.
The aim of all three programs is to further support innovation in water
conservation from Australia, to Europe, the USA and eventually across
the globe.

WANT TO KNOW MORE?
Looking for more information on Waterwise
certifications or the Smart Approved WaterMark?
https://www.smartwatermark.org
https://waterwise.org.uk
https://www.epa.gov/watersense

Furthermore, the Western Australia Water Corporation certify water
efficient plants through its Waterwise program. The Waterwise
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Turfgrass Producers International and Turf
Australia resolute on international relationship
Turf Australia has been focusing on forming
strategic relationships with other green
industry groups within Australia for some time.
By partnering with landscapers, sports turf
managers, and other greenlife industry groups
we can pool research, share ideas and advocate
together. In 2020 and beyond, Turf Australia is
also looking beyond its shores to learn from and
share with international groups such as Turfgrass
Producers International. Casey Reynolds, PhD
is the Executive Director at Turfgrass Producers
International and has provided Turf Australia with
an update on its recent conference and outlook
for the global turf industry.

T

urfgrass Producers International (TPI) held its annual
International Education Conference and Field Day in Orlando,
Florida from 17-20 February, 2020. Over 800 attendees from
36 US states and 11 countries descended on Disney for
four days of education, visiting of exhibition halls, and equipment
demonstrations capturing the latest in turfgrass production practices.
Australia was one of those 11 countries represented, joined by
representatives from Canada, Germany, Japan, Luxembourg, Mexico,
New Zealand, Norway, Turkey, and the United Kingdom.
The opening keynote speaker was Karl Mecklenburg, a former
American Football player in the National Football League who is now
an inspirational speaker. He shared lessons learned in the NFL on
teamwork, courage, dedication, desire, honesty and goalsetting.
Karl shared a story from his career that during free agency he told his
agent that he was willing to be traded elsewhere but was only going to
play for a team that had natural grass as its home playing surface because
he knew the impacts that had on his career, longevity, and health.
Stories like this are surfacing around the world in all sports. In Australia,
the coach of the Adelaide United soccer team recently spoke to the
media about the negative effect training on synthetic grass was having
on the development of their youth players.
These stories should be shared by all of us in order to promote the
safety and health benefits of natural grass. Karl’s stories of teamwork
and dedication were applicable to producers in their businesses and left
everyone thinking of how they can lead their teams to success. Other
education sessions included topics on communication, dealing with
difficult personalities, office management software, social media best
management practices, herbicide resistance and cooling impacts of turf.
For a full recap video of the 2020 TPI conference, check out the
home page of TPI’s website at www.turfgrasssod.org

Think globally, act locally
TPI’s core purpose is to advocate for natural grass by promoting its
global environmental benefits through education and research. We also
do this through legislation and advocacy, as well as becoming active
in local government initiatives. For example, in the US there have been
several local and state legislative bills proposed to ban synthetic turf
over health and safety concerns from crumb rubber, exertional heat
illness, and negative environmental impacts. TPI has been involved in
these initiatives by testifying in legislative hearings to try to convince
lawmakers that state-appropriate funds should not be used on synthetic
surfaces due to the many ongoing health and safety concerns and
instead should devote those funds to natural playing surfaces.

TPI’s core purpose is to advocate for natural
grass by promoting its global environmental
benefits through education and research.
In recent years, TPI has worked with partners to perform market
research to determine what influences decision-makers when choosing
natural grass. In 2018, we surveyed 141 city council staff, parks and
recreation superintendents, and others who had purchasing power in
choosing field surfaces.

Top: Casey Reynolds discusses public policy relating to synthetic fields
Above: Over 800 TPI Orlando attendees enjoy lunch at the field day
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This research drives TPI’s marketing strategy and guides new resources
for use by TPI members and the public. New resources have focused on
the health and safety of athletes resulting from recent research published
in the American Journal of Sports Medicine that demonstrates increased
rates of lower body injuries to American football players in professional
and collegiate football. Printable summaries of this research is provided
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on TPI’s website at https://www.turfgrasssod.org/resources/ and we
encourage green industry partners to share this information with local
decision-makers where appropriate.
TPI is also investigating the many environmental benefits provided by
natural grass, sometimes referred to as ecosystem services. These
are the benefits that we freely gain from the environment, particularly
from plants and other natural resources. Where possible, we will look
to share these resources with our international partners.
This work is in direct response to the barriers that our industry
faces. Much of the community and in fact, regulators, see greenlife
as an input-based industry. Water, mowing, fertiliser, chemicals and
financial cost of maintenance are easy to quantify inputs, but it’s more
difficult to quantify the return on investment regarding things like
carbon sequestration, reduced run-off, social and health outcomes
and reduced costs of maintenance. However, emerging research in
Ecosystem Services is beginning to shed light on these benefits and
one recently published study indicates that urban lawns and open
spaces (parks, golf courses, and cemeteries) account for 87% of the
carbon captured in modern cities.
We also need to address questions like how much oxygen is produced
by plants, particularly lawns or athletic fields? How much rainfall
is captured and allowed to infiltrate instead of run-off as it does on
hardscapes? What are the benefits to urban insects and wildlife?
All of these are stories that need to be told so that the green industry
can respond to questions when people ask about the value of urban
landscapes. For example, TPI is currently modelling oxygen production
in home lawns and athletic fields throughout the world. The findings of
this research will tell us just how much oxygen is produced by natural
grass lawns and athletic fields in specific cities around the world,
including in Australia. The results will be released later this year and will
be available on TPI’s website and social media channels.
It’s important that green industries continue to spread positive stories and
TPI will continue to fund research and materials to help do that.
Keep an eye on our Twitter and Facebook accounts for updates and
share it with customers, the public and policy makers. TPI will continue
to produce content which is relevant for a global audience.
We are committed to working with other industry associations
including Turf Australia to promote natural grass and its value in urban
landscapes.
Please check out our website at www.turfgrasssod.org for
information on TPI resources, events, videos, membership, and
more.
Twitter: @TPITurfTalk
Facebook: @TurfgrassProducersInternational

Like TPI, Hort Innovation is actively investing in
projects which help us address the benefits of turf.
Here is a snapshot of some of the projects that have
recently been completed, or are in progress:
• Economic, environmental, social and health impacts and
benefits of the turfgrass and lawncare industries in Australia
(TU17006)
• An environmental assessment of the Australian turf industry
(TU16000)
• Conveying the benefits of living turf - mitigation of the urban
heat island effect (TU18000)
• Conveying the benefits of living turf – a bushfire retardant
(TU17008)
Updates on these projects are provided regularly throughout
Turf Australia communications. For more information
contact jenny.zadro@turfaustralia.com.au
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John Keleher delivers strong pricing
message at TPI conference
In February, the global turf community descended on
Orlando, Florida for the Turfgrass Producers International
(TPI) conference and field day. People from the turf
industry came together for three action-packed days of
knowledge sharing, networking and business management
advice. John Keleher (right), Managing Director, Australian
Lawn Concepts, delivered one of the keynote presentations
at the conference.
Turf Pricing Down Under – working harder not smarter was John
Keleher’s key message at the recent Turfgrass Producers International
(TPI) Conference held at Orlando in the United States.
Mr Keleher, a TurfBreed grower and a director of the Board of Trustees
of TPI delivered three take home points:
• Know your cost of production
• Believe in yourself, your business and your varieties
• Be bold when pricing your turf!
According to Mr Keleher, as long as you have a sound understanding of
your turf business and the marketplace, pricing will deliver profitability.
“While we are experiencing an upward trend in profitability for turf
farms in Australia - education for both the grower and the marketplace
are equally important,” Mr Keleher said.

original sales volume to achieve the
same profit result.”
Mr Keleher warned growers to resist
the temptation to drop your price
even 5-10% when asked to price
match a competitor. That small
discount can have larger implications
for profitability.

There is no evidence that lower turf prices
stimulate an increase in demand. All it
achieves is discounting and cannibalising
the market price.
He also told TPI delegates how Australian consumer research found
that most consumers did not know the cost of turf and in terms
of ranking the importance of characteristics when buying turf,
affordability was number five.
“In fact, ranking from the top were drought tolerance, shade tolerance,
low maintenance and wear tolerance,” Mr Keleher said.

He reiterated that all growers regardless of location need to focus on
profitability for each product or service they offer.

“There is no evidence that lower turf prices stimulate an increase in
demand. All it achieves is discounting and cannibalising the market
price.”

“Sales volume alone is not a measure of success - turnover is vanity,
but profit is sanity,” Mr Keleher said.

There was genuine surprise in the room when American growers learnt
of the prices that Australian growers charged for different turf varieties.

“We are all in the business to generate as much profit as possible to
meet obligations and goals we set, but growers need to know how
they can make this happen.

When the American audience was presented some of the prices that
Australian growers charge for different turf varieties, there was an air
of surprise and disbelief in the room.

“In our business, in regard to our margins, a 10% discount on price
would result in the need to sell 33% more turf to achieve the same
result. Whereas a 10% increase in price only requires 82% of the

This ultimately reinforced the message that growers should know their
cost of production, believe in themselves and be bold with their turf
pricing.

The field day component of the TPI conference in full swing
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Mobile phone photography tips
In today’s social media driven world, a good
picture is worth even more than a thousand
words. That’s why mastering photography is
important for any business looking to market
their products and services. But today, sometimes
the best camera is the one in your pocket – your
mobile phone. In this edition of From The Office,
we look at the art of mobile phone photography.

G

one are the days when mobile phone photography was
a novelty, it’s big business now, as the quality of cameras
housed within mobile phones improves exponentially.
In fact, some of the newest models of smartphones have
cameras that are just as good as professional cameras, and much
more portable, making them an ideal investment for a small business.

The rule of thirds
You don’t need to learn too much photography theory in order to take
good photos. But remember this one: Having your subject (a person,
a product, a house) in the middle of the frame creates flat and boring
photos.

Unlike many other sectors of the horticulture industry, turf growers are
typically not just growing turf but marketing it to the end user. A turf
grower is not just a farmer but a marketer too and a marketer needs to
understand the value of imagery.
So why do some people seem to turn out professional-quality images,
but others look like they are shooting on a potato? It turns out, despite
the simplicity of using a mobile phone camera, it’s a tough skill to
master.
Here are our top tips for making your mobile phone photography look
like the work of a professional.

Download a photo editing app
There are dozens of photo editing apps
that are available on both iOS and
Android. Using these apps can be selftaught in less than a day and can help turn
lifeless photos into vivid, beautiful photos
ready for use in your marketing materials.
Start by downloading Snapseed, a free
and easy to use photo editing tool.

Clean your lens
It may seem like common sense but
sometimes we forget just how much
time our phones spend in our hands, in
our pockets and out in the open leaving
the lenses susceptible to dust, dirt and
fingerprints. Before taking photos, blow
on the lens softly to remove any sand or
particles and then gently clean the lens
with a soft cloth or clean clothing.
You’ll be surprised at how much clearer your photos will be after a
good clean!

Simplicity is key
Try to minimise the number of ‘elements’ in each photo. Amateur
photographers often get excited about all the things they want to
capture in a photo which may include some turf, a brand new machine,
a worker and bright blue sky. Unfortunately, this is too many elements
for one photo. Pick one subject and focus on that.

The importance of light
Sunlight can be unpredictable. It can illuminate your images, or it can
cause overexposed subjects. For rookie photographers it is often
easiest to shoot on an overcast day, which makes getting a neutral and
balanced image a piece of cake. Alternatively, shoot in golden hour (the
first and last hours of sunlight) for an almost ethereal looking image.

Imagine a nine square grid created by two horizontal and two vertical,
evenly spaced lines. Place your horizon and other such fillers (the walls
of a building) on the grid lines, leaving the intersecting points for the
interesting subject matter.

Take lots of photos!
Deleting images on a mobile phone could not be easier, so when
you’re shooting for a social media post, or brochure, do not hesitate
to take as many images as you can. Experiment with different angles,
different lighting and different settings and then simply choose your
favourite image and delete the rest!

WANT TO LEARN MORE?
Interested in learning more about mobile phone
photography? Check out these resources for more
information:
1. CNet’s guide to better phone pictures: https://www.
cnet.com/how-to/phone-photography-guide-take-betterphone-pictures/
2. Techradar’s review of mobile phone cameras: https://www.
techradar.com/au/news/best-cameraphone
3. Choice Australia’s mobile phone reviews: https://www.
choice.com.au/electronics-and-technology/phones/
mobile-phones/review-and-compare/smartphones
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It’s time to think differently
The levy-funded project conducted by Seed
Consulting, Conveying the benefits of living
turf - mitigation of the urban heat island effect
(TU18000) has concluded and the findings are
clear. Living turf helps cool our rapidly heating
cities, while other surfaces contribute to the
urban heat island effect which causes poor
health outcomes, economic outcomes and
overall liveability. So where to from here for the
city planners that are starting to take notice?
According to Peter McMaugh (right) from
Turfgrass Scientific Services, it all starts with
thinking a little differently.
Above: Shady, cool, yet leafy streets of Seville, Spain
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R

esearch into the urban heat island is
bringing turf to the forefront of the
decision-making process for city
planners. But where does it really fit into
the city landscape?
There are several essential principles that should apply in city planning:
1. Cities are for people, not for cars
2. Humans are social animals. Cities must provide space for humans
to interact, meet and greet each other
3. Apart from physical wellbeing, the World Health Organisation has
called for all humans to live within 300 metres of greenery in order
to reduce mental and emotional stress
Humans are no stranger to heat. However, we are now witnessing
extreme heat, once isolated to deserts now invading our cities more
regularly and more fiercely.
If you look at the history of cities like Seville and Cordoba in Spain, you
will see a mass of small narrow streets lined with tall buildings which
not only shade the street pavement but shade each other. Somehow
these cities remain bearable, despite their heat.
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A moss wall in Berlin

In the United States, cities like Phoenix or Las Vegas have planned
urban design around the use of the motor car in one of the world’s
harshest desert climates. In these cities, home pools and air
conditioning dominate and strolling around on pavements in the
summer is unheard of.
Air conditioning is of course costly and energy inefficient and private,
isolated pools are not best use of finite water resources.
The ‘old quarters’ of modern cities are often cooler than the newer
areas because they were designed before the mass production of
cars. And whilst we might not see turf proilferating through these
areas, we do see a lot of vines and other climbing plants. Our cities
should take inspiration from these malleable, clingy structures. We
need to change our thinking around turf as a lateral surface cover only
and start thinking of ways we can leverage the natural inclination of
humans to build up.

If you look at the history of cities like
Seville and Cordoba in Spain, you will see
a mass of small narrow streets lined with
tall buildings which not only shade the
street pavement but shade each other.
Somehow these cities remain bearable,
despite their heat.
For turf scientists, we need to exploit genepools to breed grasses that
can grow in different ways, native Zoysias are a natural place to start.
The dangers of pollution from car and truck exhausts is unequivocal.
In order to combat this, cities like Berlin have commenced the
construction of vertical green walls, using moss. Moss was chosen
because it has a very high surface area for particulates to cling onto.
Although the specific impact of the moss on pollution is hard to
quantify, it does raise the question of the cooler micro-climates that
these ‘old’ city designs create. The standard city design that we’re
all accustomed to creates a natural wind tunnel. This same principle
applies more strongly the narrower the streets are.
When we look at the environmental benefits of common grasses,
the emphasis on the cost of upkeep of bitumen, synthetic turf and
concrete and the amount of water used to keep them cool is usually
the first point we reach for. But people in glass houses shouldn’t throw
stones and we must also ensure that the turf industry is aiming to
reduce its own environmental impact.
Here are some questions we should ask ourselves:
• If I can reduce the mowing costs and the pollution output from
these by two-thirds would we be on a big winner?
• If I can reduce the fertiliser costs of upkeep and production of
replacement turf by two-thirds, are we on a winner?
• If I can increase the wear capacity of a green central social surface
by 50% and its quick repair, are we on a winner?

Green roofs can cool our cities

• If I can increase the drought tolerance by 90% and reduce water
use by more than 30%, are we on a winner?
It’s clear that if turf could do any of the above, we’d be at a major
advantage. But the reality is that growers will be hesitant to introduce
new varieties without an incentive to do so. I believe the current
downturn in domestic sales due to the drought can provide an
opportunity for an innovative grower to explore new grass options.

Too much of our thinking about breeding
turf grasses has been focused on the
domestic market or professional sports turf
demands and needs. ...We need to pay
much more attention to the niche markets,
especially of those that will develop in
future planning.
As humans continue to build up, shade becomes more prevalent and
we know shade is the number one enemy for grass. So how do we
mitigate this? With roof gardens.
Grassed roofs are a simple solution to ensure that as we build up,
green space is not removed.
The ‘old’ approach was to have a central courtyard design, with the
living apartments getting light and fresh air which is cooled by their
overall shade and often with a cooling fountain in the centre.
But if you look at cities which are car-centric in their design you will
see blocks of multi-storeyed housing or monstrous isolated multistoreyed towers, without consideration of green space. Rather than a
courtyard, we are seeing more and more buildings being built on top
of shops of food outlets.
Despite our yearnings for the quarter acre block, the reality is that
urban density will increase and urban open spaces become much
more used and a more precious resource. Too much of our thinking
about breeding turf grasses has been focused on the domestic market
or professional sports turf demands and needs.
We need to pay much more attention to the niche markets, especially
of those that will develop in future planning. When architects look at
city commercial blocks they are only too happy to put aerial bridge
ways above the roads to interconnect them at different levels.
Why when we look at inner suburban housing developments don’t we
look at the possibility of linking roof gardens on one building to others?
The same kind of thinking could apply to swimming pools too, and
these link ways could be green also.
As a turf industry we need to communicate better. It is the lifeblood of
all communities, not just our turf community. So I call on all members
of the turf community, whether you are a grower, landscaper, scientist
or salesperson, to join me in thinking a little differently.
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ONLINE TOOL HOW TO:
Economic, Environmental, Social and Health
Benefits of the Turfgrass and Lawncare Industries
Have you worked out the contribution
of turf to your suburb’s bottom line?

What questions can the Power BI tool
answer?

Growers are reminded that an online tool has been
developed which enables them to drill down into the
economic benefits that turf brings to their area, right
down to the suburb level. The tool is a resource available
to all growers as part of the strategic levy-funded project
Economic, environmental, social and health benefits of the
Turfgrass and Lawncare Industries in Australia (TU17006).

• What percent of ground cover in my local area is already
covered by grass?

Available for both Sydney and Melbourne and their surrounding areas
at this stage, this tool is incredibly useful for having conversations
with your customers and partners about the positive impact of turf,
in real terms.

Example
A grower in the Sutherland Shire, in Sydney’s
South has a meeting with the local council
coming up. The council is reviewing options
for several planned local sports fields with the
installation of synthetic grass considered as a
possible option along with living turf.
The grower could follow these steps to build a
robust, data-driven story on why living grass
should be the council’s only option.

STEP 2
First, the grower wants to understand
how much of Sutherland’s surface
area is currently turfed to help
demonstrate any current problems
with a lack of green space. The
information is available on page
4 of the tool. The grower can
also compare with suburbs
of similar size and function to
further articulate the issues. In
this example, Sutherland already
has less turfed areas than nearby
Menai and Sunshine in Victoria.
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• How much does living turf contribute to the local economy of
my local area or city?
• By how much are lawns contributing to increase in rental yields
in my local area?
• How much value are sports fields contributing to my local
community?
• How much money are grass median strips saving councils, by
reducing maintenance costs for synthetic grass or pavement?
• How much carbon is being sequestered from the atmosphere
as a result of grass installations in Sydney and Melbourne?

STEP 1
Access the tool via the
following URL:
https://www.balmoralgroup.
us/turfau2019 and enter the
password TurfIndustryPBI
Note: The tool can also be
accessed via this QR Code
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STEP 3
In order to showcase how many
benefits Sutherland is already
seeing from its investment in
turf, the grower can then find out,
in dollar figures, how much the
suburb is already benefiting from
turf by heading to page 5 of the
tool. This figure was derived from
the research project and looks at
rents, carbon sequestration, value
to community, and reduced costs
of maintenance and cooling.
In this example, the grower can
articulate, that sports fields already
contribute significant value to the
community in Sutherland.

STEP 4
In order to have a meaningful
conversation on how sports fields
generate value to the economy, the
grower should head to page 8 of
the tool, which shows a breakdown
of the benefits.
Although this is only available at
the city level, the tool articulates
exactly how much benefit sports
turf brings to residents. The grower
might find it particularly relevant
to highlight that it is estimated
that grass sports fields could save
Sydney councils over $2 million
in reduced maintenance costs,
negating the theory that synthetic
is cheaper to maintain

STEP 5
Armed with this information, as
well as deep expertise on turfgrass
and in-house marketing materials,
the grower can package up this
information in order to sell turf
based on economic study and
research, not just anecdotal ‘gut
feel’.

Getting started with the tool
This economic study can be cut various ways in order to tell the story that suits any situation,
sales cycle or customer conversation.
It can be used in conversations with sports turf managers, households, councils, government,
landscapers, builders and developers. Everyone has different drivers and motivators.
In order to get the most out of this levy-funded investment, the best way to get started is to
simply jump in and play around.
If you are finding the tool confusing, or would like assistance in drawing out specific insights,
please get in touch with Turf Australia.
Have you had a chance to use the tool? We’d love to hear from you. Please get in touch
with Jenny Zadro (jenny.zadro@turfaustralia.com.au) to share your experience.
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New turf brings the community
together in Cessnock
In February, the New South Wales turf community
turned out for the 2020 annual charity field day,
in conjunction with the Hogs for the Homeless
charity. This year, the field day was held at St
Philip’s Christian School in Cessnock as the local
community, local turf growers and some rugby
league royalty came together to transform a local
school field into a professional grade pitch.

N

ot even heavy rains could deter the enthusiasm of hundreds
of cheering school children as the turf trucks rolled in to St
Philip’s Christian School. But those cheers turned into roars
as New South Wales Rugby League legends, Brad Fittler,
Danny Buderus, Mark Hughes and Ian Schubert arrived on their
motorcycles to lend a hand to the re-turfing of the school oval.
Joining the celebrities were parents, students, teachers and the
community who were all on hand to help turf the new oval, in what
is the fourth annual event undertaken by this generous group of turf
producers. The infectious enthusiasm of the school children barely

About Hogs for the Homeless
Australia may be considered the lucky country to
many, but for 105,237 Australians this isn’t the case.
One in 200 people are homeless in Australia on any
given night, including more than 47,000 young people
who struggle with fear and hunger on a daily basis.
It was with this in mind that in 2013, NSW True Blues
Brad Fittler and Nathan Hindmarsh conceived the
idea of Hogs For The Homeless. The pair, with the
support of the NSWRL, enlisted the help of other
former Rugby League players for what would become
an annual fundraiser, riding their Harley-Davidson
motorcycles throughout country NSW.
Since its inception, Hogs For The Homeless has raised
almost $600,000 for Youth Off The Streets, while
thousands of balls have been provided to children and
dozens of communities visited.
(source: NSW Rugby League)
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waned throughout the course of the day as they rolled turf with
surprisingly good skill. And although the rain may have deterred some,
it certainly helped with the establishment of the fresh turf.
The field, which was for a long time just a rough paddock would, over
the course of a day, be transformed into a pristine pitch suitable to
attract marquee sporting events into the regional community.
Darren Cox, Principal of St Philips was both grateful and enthusiastic
about the school’s new turf.
“We now have an absolute quality level playing field. We can start to
host country championships, gala days and important, give the people
of Cessnock and the Hunter region access to they type of space they
so richly deserve,” said Mr Cox.
The school is rapidly becoming a focal point for the Cessnock
community, having grown from about 200 students to about 1500
today. To support its growth, the school has acquired several ovals
which occupy a large space within the school grounds. In fact, over
11,000 square metres of kikuyu turf was cut, rolled and trucked from all
corners of the Hawkesbury Valley to support the transformation story.
While the Rugby League super stars may have received most of the
media attention, the day would not have been possible without the
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generosity of several members of the Greenspace Turf Co-op and turf
growers from the Hawkesbury Valley including AView Turf, Empire Turf,
Southern Cross Turf, All Seasons Turf, Hi Quality Turf, Dad n Dave’s
Turf and Evergreen Australia as well as Living Turf who supplied
fertiliser for the project.
Each of the growers not only dedicated their time to the project but also
thousands of square metres of turf and their equipment for the day.
Graeme Colless from Greenspace Turf co-op was one of the driving
forces behind the event. According to Dave it was a great opportunity
to showcase the important role that turf plays in bringing communities
together.

Each of the growers not only dedicated
their time to the project but also
thousands of square metres of turf and
their equipment for the day.
“Working with Hogs for the Homeless and St Philips was a great
opportunity for us to give back to the community. Not only does a
group of school children have a lush new field for both competitive
sports and a bit of fun, but we are now able to provide a place for the
whole community to come together.
Whether it be getting together to watch elite level sports, or somewhere
nice to walk the dog on the weekends, its not just a project for the
school but for the people of Cessnock.”
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Smashing stereotypes at Women in Turf
In February, over thirty of the turf industry’s
female contingent headed to Williamstown,
Victoria, for the second annual Women in
Turf conference. The purpose of the event is
to bring women together to share ideas and
learn from each other along the way.

“We are the stories we tell ourselves. Each of us needs to
consider our own positive story. The women in the room all
personify strength, resilience and kindness, everyone has stories
of smashing stereotypes that a woman should search for security
while men take risks. We often focus on what other people or
businesses are doing when we should be looking in the mirror
in considering our own achievements and identifying areas of
improvement.”

O

Improving on farm practices

pen and honest was the order of the day as the
conference commenced on a warm day in Williamstown,
a picturesque seaside town on Port Phillip Bay.

Three incredible women took to the stage to share their
stories as wives, mothers, farmers and business people.
Sacha Moncrieff of Paragon Garden, Tessa Baker of Grow Turf
and Joanna Hulland of Advanced Turf, opened up about the
challenges they face and how they have worked to overcome
them and continue to build strong businesses, keep a family
functioning and keep themselves sane!
The nods and smiles around the room were clear indications that
these women were not just telling their own stories, but uniting
the women in the room on powerful common ground.

A common story
Paige Fleming from Fleming’s Nursery and Landscape also joined
the event as a guest speaker. Paige connected with the group
through her background as a farmer’s daughter who married into
a very large and successful family business. Fleming’s Nursery
is a large wholesale nursery business which has been operating
for four generations. It has sites in Victoria and Queensland and
is one of the biggest production nurseries in Australia.
“Growing up all I wanted to do was get away from farming and
after studying public relations, I worked overseas for several
years in a number of roles,” Paige said.
“Eventually I returned to Melbourne and it was while working in
PR that I met my husband and my corporate world evolved into
the family greenlife business.”
Paige shared the challenges of working in a large family business
including planning for and implementing succession from parents
to children as well as navigating various ideas and conflicts
concerning the progression of the company.
Paige left the women in attendance with a few key messages:
1. Treat your staff like family. Retention of staff is critical for
the long-term success of any business, but particularly in
agriculture and horticulture. Commit to staff, invest in them
and they will commit to the business – this includes training
opportunities and attending events such as Women in Turf
2. You are the master of your destiny. Your present-self does
not have to be your future-self, making changes today can
improve your tomorrow
3. A greener and healthier future. A greener and healthier
community means your business will have a greater chance
of success.
Jill Rigney from Right Mind International delivered a talk on
communication and understanding different personality types. Jill
reinforced the importance of perspective. Perspectives are unique
and are only based on one person’s experience. She explained all
views must be considered when making business decisions.
But according to Jill, introspection is just as important as
collaboration.

Women in Turf is not just an opportunity to share stories and
network. It also provides specific learning opportunities, delivered
from businesswoman to businesswoman.
Denise Lusk from Lilydale Turf shared an update on the process
their business went through to improve operations and safety
in respect of transport and heavy vehicle movements in a turf
business.

This event continues to create a network
of dedicated and enthusiastic people
who love what they do and are
prepared to share and support other
women in the industry.
This area can be a minefield of regulations and compliance
such as load restraints and Chain of Responsibility. Denise led
the transportation strategy within the business, which required
understanding the system, attending meetings and researching
and implementing changes within their operations and staff
practices.
The challenging factors were continuing to remind staff of the
changes they needed to make regularly so that they become the
new normal practice.
Jenny Zadro, market development manager, Turf Australia,
provided an update on peak body priorities and the projects
being funded under the Hort Innovation Turf Levy and where to
find updates on levy investments.

Staying in touch
Ms Zadro was thrilled with the success of the event.
“This event continues to create a network of dedicated and
enthusiastic people who love what they do and are prepared to
share and support other women in the industry,” Ms Zadro said.
“Many thanks to all the ladies who attended the event and
particular thanks to those who contributed by sharing their
stories. I encourage you to take the time to reflect on the
conversations, learning and moments at the event that you felt
inspired by and continue to network with the ladies you felt
connected with.”
The Women in Turf Australia Facebook page is available to any
women working in the
turf production industry.
Stay tuned for updates
on events and networking
opportunities.
See overleaf for a photo
gallery of this event >
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TurfBreed growers embracing
new turf accreditation program
TurfPlus, a new turf production
accreditation program for the Turf
Industry, is now well and truly rolling out
across the county with much praise from
TurfBreed growers who have adopted
the system. Katie Fisher, communications
manager, TurfBreed explains.

“If something goes wrong on the farm, we now
have a single software system that has all the data
and details to cover our business,” Joanna said.
For Joanna, farm safety has become a
significant and pivotal focus for the business.

TurfPlus is the much-needed turf accreditation
program that provides growers with the
assurance that their entire production chain
adheres to a stringent set of quality standards.

For Glenview Turf’s Kiralee Banbury, adopting
the TurfPlus Accreditation Program was an
easy decision. The program has provided her
with the security that the Queensland business
adheres to the stringent set of quality standards
along the entire turf production chain.

Launched in 2018, the compliance program has
branded itself as an Integrated Management
System that caters to turf growers’ needs, right
along the chain of production.

Kiralee explained how, already, the program had
significantly reduced the amount of paperwork
outputted from all the different workstations
such as machinery.

TurfBreed growers are now finding the benefits
of adopting the program when building their
own Accreditation package.

“Everything is now becoming electronic and so
much easier to manage,” she said.

Joanna Hulland from Advance Turf in Victoria has
adopted the TurfPlus Production Accreditation
program for two reasons; the need to change
the on-farm safety management attitude and
the large amount of red tape faced with running
a business.

“At the start TurfPlus gave us a detailed
checklist of how the operation can be better
managed in terms of safety compliance. They
came to the farm and explained how I could
improve the management of the backend of the
business.”

Top: Joanna Hulland from Advance Turf
Above: Kiralee Banbury from Glenview Turf

FRIENDLY.
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FAST TRACK APPROVALS UP TO $1,500,000
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Finding a long term ﬁnance option that is easy, ﬂexible and allows you to focus on what you do
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new south wales
It has been a tough start to the year, with Turf NSW facing several
challenges with drought, water restrictions, fires and event
cancellations.
Whilst the recent rain and easing water restrictions across NSW has
been welcome, some areas are still feeling the strain with areas such
as Bathurst and Dubbo still experiencing high level restrictions.

Buffalo Yellows Project (see image above)
‘Identification and management of mosaic viruses and secondary
pathogens in buffalo turf’(TU19000) is a strategic levy-funded project
which sees Andrew Geering from the University of Queensland running
farm visits from January to June across Australia. At the beginning
of March, nine properties within the Hunter Valley and Hawkesbury
Valley regions of NSW have been used for the testing of Buffalo Yellow
disease.

• Ongoing employment of an Industry Development Officer
• A quarterly Turf NSW newsletter and upgrade of the website
• Lobbying government to minimise the impact of water restrictions,
new water metering rules and heavy vehicle regulations
• Promoting the benefits of natural turf to specifiers to grow our
industry
• Access to ‘one on one’ support and better services to regional
grower members
• Development of research proposals such as Buffalo Yellows
So far, 20 individual Turf NSW businesses have pledged their support
for the levy, with additional businesses expected to come on board
once the impact of water restrictions and fires have lessened.
Continued...

The objective of the project is to determine a baseline study of which
mosaic viruses are present in Buffalo, with the NSW testing revealing
the presence of two different viruses, as well as gauge how NSW turf
growers understand the impact of the disease on their farms.

Turf NSW Association Voluntary Levy
Turf NSW are currently writing to all non-members seeking support for
the running and management of the association through a voluntary
levy payment.
With the industry facing a number of challenges, it is crucial that the
NSW Association is able to remain a viable resource for members and
have capacity to undertake projects and deliver services from the levy
for growers.
In addition to current member benefits, the voluntary levy will provide:

Andrew Geering and Matt Plunkett in turf field_Buffalo Yellows Project
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Information from your State Turf Industry Associations

western australia

new south wales
Continued...

Marketing Plan
Turf Growers Association (TGA) WA’s Marketing Plan has been
progressing since the beginning of 2019, looking to position the group
as a supportive network for turf industry stakeholders, and to increase
the natural greenspace for the social, health and economic benefits it
holds for all Western Australians.
Our mission is to provide premium natural turf with professional
service to the WA domestic, public and corporate community,
demonstrating values that are built around honesty, integrity, reliability
and authenticity.
To ensure effectiveness, TGA WA continue to develop and consolidate
the following in their marketing plan:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Local Government Design Forum

Local Government Landscape Design Forum
On Thursday, March 12, the NSW Department of Planning, Industry
and Environment sponsored the Local Government Landscape Design
Forum, held at Mount Annan Botanical Gardens. Matthew Plunkett,
Turf NSW attended the event as part of the Hort Innovation funded
Market Development Project.
At the event, the NSW DPIE presented key outcomes from the Greater
Sydney Outdoors Study, which aims to identify how Sydneysiders
value open space and how this space can be improved. The study was
conducted in the form of a survey, with the results now being provided
to local councils to help direct their recreation planning and assist with
their policy and guideline development.

Business positioning
Competitor and industry analysis
Target market and identification
Branding, Unique Selling Proposition
Marketing Considerations Report
Branding Guide
Marketing Action Plan
Marketing Initiatives Implementation

TGA WA has launched a new website, which has been coordinated as
part of the WA Marketing Plan. Visit: www.tgawa.com.au

Green Space Alliance
WA Turf Industry Executive Officer and coordinator for the Green
Space Alliance (GSA) WA, Eva Ricci, led a Communications Strategy
Workshop and information afternoon on Monday, 9 March.

The objective of the workshop was to
present an effective and tactical
communications plan for GSA cantered
around current industry priorities.

Turf NSW want to take this as an opportunity to talk with these local
government bodies to ensure the use of natural turf in these spaces is
highly considered. The aim of this communication is to work with the
government and highlight the social, mental and economic benefits
that come with the use of natural turf.

The aim of this session was to workshop how best to communicate
current GSA papers and Priorities Matrix to key industry stakeholders
such as WA parliamentarians and urban planners, and discuss a
community engagement strategy. The objective of the workshop was
to present an effective and tactical communications plan for GSA
cantered around current industry priorities.

For further information, please contact Matthew Plunkett on
0434 147 988 or info@turfnsw.com.au

More information can be found on the new GSA website, which was
coordinated by Eva Ricci. Visit: https://greenspacealliance.com.au/

Water Allocations
Daniel Ferguson, the Department of Water and Environmental
Regulation, presented to the Sports Turf Association members
breakfast on Wednesday, March 4, to address water allocation
reductions and the state of Perth’s groundwater systems.

...WA will see a 10 per cent reduction in
water usage across the board. This
includes usage in turf production,
maintenance sectors and domestic users.
Turf WA attended the breakfast, where it was announced that water
allocation reductions would be rolling out between now and 2030 and
that WA will see a 10 per cent reduction in water usage across the
board. This includes usage in turf production, maintenance sectors
and domestic users.

Mt Annan Botanical Gardens
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For further information or details on any of the upcoming events,
please contact Eva Ricci M: +61 422 120 990 or
E: eva.ricci@turfwa.com.au.
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queensland
Despite changes at Turf Queensland with the resignation of Jim Vaughan,
it is business as usual for Turf Queensland. The Board members are
actively involved and with the support of Turf Australia, for day to day
operations, growers can be assured that the Queensland association is
moving forward. Monthly newsletters will continue to be sent to growers
to keep you updated on state news. Growers can continue to use the
info@qtpa.com.au email address or admin@turfaustralia.com.au. Phone
calls can be directed to the Turf Australia office.
Turf Queensland was represented at a meeting with SEQ Water
reviewing the messaging that should be delivered to the public.
Taking a collaborative approach with other industry groups, such as
STA, Landscape, Nursery and Irrigation, the message will focus on
efficient water usage and they will continue to work with SEQ Water
and providers.

The Department of Agriculture and
Fisheries (DAF) have advised that there
are more detections of Fall armyworm
(Spodoptera frugiperda) in North
Queensland and this is something that
turf producers should be looking for.
Graeme Dudgeon, General Manager of the National Red Imported Fire
Eradication Program, has advised that they have been working with
the Australian Pesticide Veterinary Medicines Authority (APVMA) to
address the concerns raised by the turf industry with regard to the
management of fire ants. This collaboration has been positive and
proposed changes to the chemical permit PER14317 (Bifenthrin) have
been approved. Growers should refer to the March newsletter or Turf
Queensland website for more information.
The Department of Agriculture and Fisheries (DAF) have advised that
there are more detections of Fall armyworm (Spodoptera frugiperda)
in North Queensland and this is something that turf producers should
be looking for. Fall armyworm is an invasive moth pest that feeds in
large numbers on more than 350 plant species, including turf. More
information on the pest can be found at www.daf.qld.gov.au or the Turf
Queensland website.
Turf Queensland Board encourages growers to contact them for
information or to discuss state issues and to keep an eye out for the
monthly Turf Queensland newsletter.

victoria
Water update
Turf Victoria’s goal is to work with communities in how they can help
achieve green sustainability and be prepared for all conditions.
Victoria has been holding positive conversations surrounding our
water restrictions. With no water restrictions imposed for 2020, we are
making good progress on converting to warm season grasses which
require less water and can survive on sporadic summer rainfall.
With approximately 90% of the state converting to warm season
grasses we are hoping we can provide a long-term solution to harsh,
dry conditions.
For further information on the above projects contact David Reid
T: +61 3 9576 0599 or E: david@ngiv.com.au
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Our business is turf.
Our mission is positive outcomes.
Our advantage is our growers.
TurfBreed is a premium turf genetics manager with a national community of turf growers.
Our aim is to build better businesses for Australia’s turf industry through marketing, research and
development, grower-support and excellent communication.
At TurfBreed, we support our growers in building a unique business identity and in driving their
sales with our range of 10 established turf varieties. In its range is the Number One selling Buffalo in
the World – Palmetto, as well as Australia’s first Native Zoysia – Nara Native Zoysia.
The TurfBreed team is a dedicated mix of agronomists, agricultural scientists, marketing,
communication and agribusiness specialist all with years of experience in helping agricultural
businesses grow.
TurfBreed’s aim is to focus on building brand awareness and consumer demand for the varieties it
owns and, working with our growers to help them build safe, profitable and sustainable businesses.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT YOUR TURFBREED BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER:
QLD – Samantha Colliton
M: 0455 533 372
E: scolliton@turfbreed.com.au
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NSW – Ann McKeon
M: 0477 755 581
E: amckeon@turfbreed.com.au

www.turfbreed.com.au

VIC/SA/WA/NT – Steve Burt
M: 0419 007 398
E: sburt@turfbreed.com.au

www.myhometurf.com.au
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Turf shows its resilience
What a year 2020 has been! The challenges this
year is bringing are testing every level of our
humanity and resilience.
One of the focal points that I keep turning back to is the power of
nature, to recover from fires, drought and floods and to provide healthy
options for our wellbeing. Turf plays a critical role in this recovery,
whether it’s the the high-level impact of returning green to a ravaged
community or the simplicity of people getting out in their yard in a time
where many are in isolation at home.
I encourage all growers to continue to promote the benefits of turf and
remind your clients and social media audience of the benefits a natural
lawn can bring to them, their family and their health.
As there is so much uncertainty with the current situation, mental
health issues could escalate, so keep an eye on the people around
you and support where necessary and look after yourself.
It is business as usual at Turf Australia and the only change to our
activities is around events and meetings. The NxGen project submission
is currently with Hort Innovation and once that has been confirmed, we
will work on our options to hold the event this year. The Turf Australia
Board will have virtual meetings in the short-term. Any state-based
events planned as part of the Market Development Project have been
postponed.

As there is so much uncertainty with the
current situation, mental health issues
could escalate, so keep an eye on the
people around you and support where
necessary and look after yourself.
On a more positive note, I would like to thank the turf ladies who
headed to Williamstown in early February for the second Women in Turf
event. It was great to see some new faces and the connection made
between many of the women. It is an event that creates a wonderful
environment for learning from each other and sharing stories and
ideas. It is particularly beneficial to the women from regional areas
who don’t have many opportunities to connect with other turf women.
There certainly are some very intelligent, strong and passionate
women in our industry and I hope that we can continue to grow this
event for years to come.
Collaboration is something that has been mentioned in past reports
and is a significant part of the National Market Development Project.
There have been several different groups connecting within the turf
industry. A collaboration with Greenlife Industry Australia (formerly
Nursery and Garden Industry Australia) is developing with the belief
that we can achieve more advocacy for our industries together.
Comparatively, turf is a small industry, and having the voice and
resources to make the changes that we need is challenging, but working
with other groups at a national level could assist us in reaching our goals
sooner and also provide other opportunities to promote turf.
2020 is the International Year of
Plant Health and recognising how
protecting plant health can help end
hunger, reduce poverty, protect the
environment, and boost economic
development. Turf certainly plays its
role in protecting the environment, but
it is also a reminder that we need to
be diligent with biosecurity matters to
ensure our turf remains healthy.

Participants at 2020 Women In Turf

The Turf Levy funded project, ‘Conveying the benefits of living turf – a
bushfire retardant’ (TU17008), is producing some great outcomes for
the industry. This data will provide excellent resources for the industry
and you can see a snapshot of the project in this magazine. We will
work with Hort Innovation and the project consultants to develop
marketing opportunities to promote the outcomes of the research.

The Turf Levy funded project on Buffalo
Yellow is underway and we hope to have
stage one results in the coming months.
Another Turf Levy funded project on Buffalo Yellow is underway and
we hope to have stage one results in the coming months. There has
been reports of Fall armyworm in North Queensland and red imported
fire ant continues to be a strong focus of the Queensland Government.
Please keep an eye out for information as it comes through to growers
on awareness and management of these issues.
Finally, take care of yourself, your family and your staff and feel free to
contact me if you have any concerns or require assistance from Turf
Australia.

I welcome any turf producer to contact
me to discuss issues or ideas by phoning
the Turf Australia office on (02) 4588 5735
on mobile 0408 441 119 or by emailing me,
jenny.zadro@turfaustralia.com.au
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STRENGTH IN
NUMBERS

To renew or join go to:

www.turfaustralia.com.au/membership/category/all

Your Turf Australia membership
has never been more important.
With the existing and emerging challenges facing our turf growers across the nation,
strength in numbers to advocate, lobby, research and promote the Turf Industry has never
been more critical. Your Turf Australia membership keeps our combined industry voice
strong, and helps assist YOUR business to be as profitable as it can be.
How does your Turf Australia membership
work for you?

Events

As a member of Turf Australia, you will be
represented when we:

Discounts to Turf Australia events including
National Turf Conference and Field Day, Women In
Turf Conference, NxGen Conference.

■■ advocate on behalf of the industry with local, state

Community

and federal government.
■■ work with the turf levy managers and Hort

Innovation on projects and research and
development.
■■ pursue water security as well as other challenges

confronting our industry.
■■ market the benefits of the turf industry to end

users, stakeholders and decision makers.
As a Turf Australia member, you will also receive
membership to your local state association.

Marketing
■■ Inclusion in the Turf Australia website under the

Find A Grower section to assist customers find
your business.
■■ Free advertising in Classifieds for jobs and

equipment.

Join the turf family where you can share
information and experiences and connect with
other growers and industry representatives in your
area and around the country.

Development Opportunities
Turf Australia continues to identify new opportunities
for business and personal development.

Influence
The opportunity to have your say on issues affecting
your business and the industry.

As a member of Turf Australia your are
investing in your local and national industry,
and, ultimately, your own business.

To join go to:

www.turfaustralia.com.au/membership

Information
■■ Up to date industry information including

Monthly eNewsletter, Quarterly Magazine.
■■ Access to the Members Only area on the Turf

$550 plus GST per annum
(approx $10.50 per week)

Australia website to obtain local and international
research reports, fact sheets, brochures and
marketing material.

For more information contact Turf Australia:
admin@turfaustralia.com.au or 02 4588 5735
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